
Exquisite Musical Instruments
for Children and Young Adults



Piccolo Maestro

Introducing our latest, most exquisite brand of musical instruments for 
children and young adults, Piccolo Maestro defines a new standardand 
prestige in strings instruments for the young masters of today and 
tomorrow.

The Wood: at its finest. Piccolo Maestro instruments are carefully 
craftedout of one the best wood in the World, a local, dried in natural 
ventilation, 7 to 19 years old Romanian Maple.

The back sides of most of our instruments - including on one of the 
double basses - are carved from a full piece of wood, an extremely rare 
product of nature, for the most superior resonance.

The Models and Accessories: Piccolo Maestro Exquisite Musical 
Instruments are designed using Stradivari 1715, Magini or Guarneri 
models. The accessories are produced by Thomastik-Infeld, Pirastro, 
Aubert, Despiau and Rubner, guaranteeing a high quality of sound.

The Assembly: Piccolo Maestro Quality Test operations are put in place 
to obtain the best fine tuning of each individual instrument.The procedures 
are explained in detail in this catalogue.

This catalogue provides sample prototypes of our concepts, as well as 
information about orders, and ways to reach out to us.



Piccolo Maestro International Participation

You will find us at MondoMusica Cremona, Italy - Booth 209 - 
betweenSeptember 29 and October 2, 2016, and at Music China, Shanghai 
- Booth E4-C24 - between October 26 and October 29, 2016, where you 
can visit and grasp 12 prototype violins, cellos and double basses, of sizes 
1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - 7/8.

These prototypes for children and young adults benefit from the 
mostexquisite accessories, and finishe / varnishes of various colors and 
consistencies, to fit all tastes.



Piccolo Maestro Quality Tests

All setup and accessories installations are coordinated by a professional 
luthier, using electronic equipment for fine adjustments and tuning.

Further quality tests are applied on each instrument by calibrating them 
inside a special zero-acoustic room, which helps perfect further the quality 
of the fine tunes.

The final test phase involves a real-world validation by a 
professionalinstrumentalist together with the luthier, to ensure the best 
possible setup of the instrument is applied.

Certificate of Authenticity of Instruments

All our instruments are accompanied by a Certificate ofAuthenticity, 
signed by the producing luthier, underlying technical details of the 
instrument and its production.



Buy Back Warranty - Club Piccolo Maestro

We are committed to carefully craft the perfect instrument for your 
young ones, as they grow along with their talent. Therefore Piccolo Maestro 
offers you Buy Back Warranty - when they are ready to take on a bigger 
challenge, we will support them with new, suitable size instruments. 

Membership in the Club Piccolo Maestro is automatically offered upon 
your first purchase, and benefits include special fers for repairs, discounts 
for further purchases, and buy back options.



Picolo Maestro Violin Prototype Size 1/4



Picolo Maestro Violin Prototype Size 1/2



Picolo Maestro Violin Prototype Size 3/4



Picolo Maestro Violin Prototype Size 7/8



Picolo Maestro Cello Prototype Size 1/4



Picolo Maestro Cello Prototype Size 1/2



Picolo Maestro Cello Prototype Size 3/4



Picolo Maestro Cello Prototype Size 7/8



Picolo Maestro Double Bass Prototype Size 1/4



Picolo Maestro Double Bass Prototype Size 1/2



Picolo Maestro Double Bass Prototype Size Size 3/4



Picolo Maestro Double Bass  7/8



Orders, Production and Deliveries

Orders can be placed directly with us by signing a Letter of Intent or by 
contacting us via our phone, email or website.

Orders can also be placed with our authorized resellers and distributors.

The average production duration is at least 60 days from a committed order.

Delivery times can vary depending on chosen location, shipping method, and 
handling.
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